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Two years after the Chastity Commission was founded,
in 1755, he formed a serious and lasting attachment to
Princess Wilhelmine Auersperg. Princess Auersperg, a
daughter of General Neipperg, was seventeen years old
when her father brought her to Vienna and married her
to Prince Auersperg. Francis, who was forty-six, was
completely carried off his feet when he met her. " I
saw the lovely Princess Auersperg/' Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu writes : " The Emperor makes no secret of his
passion for her."
Contemporaries agree that " la belle Auersperg " was
extremely beautiful; she was of " middle size," had
lovely grey eyes, and " glossy luxuriant brown hair."
" No description can convey an adequate idea of her
attractions,*1 Maria Theresa herself always bitterly
referred to her as " la belle Auersperg." The Princess
had many admirers. As " she seldom remained long
constant in her preference," she was by no means faithful
to Francis, but he was devoted to her to the end of his life.
Sir Nathaniel Wraxall heard a great deal about
Princess Auersperg when he came to Vienna in 1777,
two years after her death. " Francis was not the less
permanently attached to her " despite her unfaithfulness,
Wraxall says. " In her society, and that of a select
company of both sexes, he used to pass many of his
evenings. A supper of ten or twelve covers was pro-
vided where the Princess presided, and from which all
forms of etiquette were banished. In public, whether
at the theatre, or elsewhere, Francis observed towards
the Empress every mark of deference and attention, but
when she was not present at the performance, he always
repaired to the Princess's box. At the opera he usually
stood behind her, concealed from view; and the box
was locked, ia order to prevent intrusion. Notwith.-
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